Education and Diversity
Breakout Session Report

July 30, 2009
• Brian Jones & LSOP crew
  “The Rainbow and Beyond”

• John Calderazzo & SueEllen Campbell
  “Videos and Curriculum Infusion”

• Howard Drossman
  “CC/CMMAP Initiatives”

• Michele Betsill
  “CMMAP Climate Policy Activities: Education and Stakeholder Engagement”

• Susan Foster & Randy Russell
  “Windows to the Universe program - CMMAP Resources and Activities”

• David MacPhee & Silvia Canetto
  “Interest and Success in STEM Disciplines for Women and Men across Ethnic and Socioeconomic Groups: Insights from Research”

• Mike Lacy
  “Evaluation of LSOP activities--Where have we been and where to from here?”

• Raj Pandya
Education

“Keep doing what we are good at...”

- K-12
  - LSOP and UCAR EO
- Undergraduate
  - ChangingClimates, Summer Interns, SOARS, new summer institute?, tribal colleges
- Graduate
  - teaching @ Colorado College; Summer Grad Student Colloq
Diversity

- Continue recruitment of underrepresented students (grad programs and internship)

- Bring perspectives of diverse viewpoints and cultures into climate science and CMMAP

Open to suggestions on how to improve
Outreach & Literacy

• ChangingClimates (videos, web text, university visits)
• Online publication (Jimmy)
• UCAR (climate science and Earth system science)
• Policy education & dialogue
SpinOffs

- Non-STC funding through grants, etc
- Creation of a nonprofit company
Next steps

• ED Meeting in Boulder on 8/17
  re: enhancing climate science workforce

• ED Meeting in Ft. Collins on 8/20
  re: outreach and climate Literacy

• Integrate diversity throughout

• Evaluation metrics for all of our ED programs
As we look to the future....
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